Winner of the Women’s Prize
for Fiction 2019
‘A story of love, loss and loyalty.
We all loved this brilliant book.’

Prof. Kate Williams, Chair of Judges, Women’s Prize 2019
on An American Marriage by Tayari Jones

‘An extraordinary book.’
Michael Wood, Chair of the Man Booker Prize judges,
on A Brief History of Seven Killings by Marlon James

‘Terrifying and brilliant... Dangerously addictive.’
Guardian on Fever Dream by Samanta Schweblin

‘Strange, violent and wickedly funny.’
Guardian on Frankenstein in Baghdad by Ahmed Saadawi

‘Strange and beautiful.’
Tommy Orange, Guardian on Mouthful of Birds by Samanta Schweblin

‘Masterfully uneasy reading.’
Telegraph on Little Eyes by Samanta Schweblin

‘Wonderfully imagined and written.’
Booker Prize judges on The New Wilderness by Diane Cook
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‘A novel for our times.’
Amanda Foreman, Chair of the Man Booker Prize
judges, on The Sellout by Paul Beatty
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‘Oneworld – the current Ruth Killick Publicity
Trade Publisher of the Year at the IPG’s Independent
Publishing Awards – has many of the other hallmarks
of great independents: tight-knit, nimble and
wholeheartedly committed to the authors and
books it publishes.’
Bridget Shine, CEO, Independent Publishers Guild

‘Oneworld definitely represents the best in UK
independent publishing, and is very much a publisher
I admire. Their list showcases the best in fiction and
non-fiction writing, addressing themes of great variety
with commercial appeal.’
Matthew Bates, former Head Fiction Buyer,
WH Smith Travel

FICTION
We’re diving into 2022 with a selection of debut novels
from a new crop of outstanding literary talents. Beasts of
A Little Land, by Korean author Juhea Kim is a sweeping,
elegant tale of family and fate during the Korean war,
perfect for anyone who devoured Min Jin Lee’s Pachinko.
Natalia García Freire’s debut transports us to a derelict
house on the plains of rural Ecuador, as a son returns home
intent on revenge, while Okwiri Oduor’s novel, Things They
Lost, takes us to Kenya as a lonely child struggles to break
free from her mercurial mother.
The Weight of Loss is the perfect read for those who enjoy
fiction with a spine-tingling twist: an atmospheric story
about grief and sisterhood set at a health retreat deep in the
Welsh countryside.
Two of last year’s hottest debuts arrive in paperback this
season. Violet Kupersmith’s Build Your House Around My
Body is set in Vietnam and is a critically acclaimed, mustread novel about female revenge and colonial exploitation,
while The Dust Never Settles is an exhilarating whirl through
centuries of Peruvian history.
Meanwhile, celebrated Chinese writer A Yi is back with his
second title, Wake Me Up at Nine in the Morning, and Mary
Chamberlain takes us to the streets of post-war London in
her heart-wrenching historical novel, The Forgotten. Once
again, we offer a tasting menu of fiction from around the
world: brilliantly written, unique, and utterly memorable.
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Beasts of a Little Land
Juhea Kim
An expansive epic spanning the turbulent decades
of Korea’s fight for independence, perfect for fans
of Min Jin Lee’s Pachinko
Beasts take many shapes...
In 1917, deep in the snowy mountains of occupied
Korea, an impoverished local hunter on the brink
of starvation saves a young Japanese officer from an
attacking tiger.
Meanwhile, in the north of Korea, a young girl
named Jade is sold by her family to Miss Silver’s
courtesan school in the glamorous city
of Pyongyang.

© Victoria
Nola Logan
Smith

Fiction
February 2022
£16.99
416pp
Royal Hardback
Export Trade Paperback
ISBN: HB: 9780861543229
TPB: 9780861543489
eISBN: 9780861543236
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

2

But revolution is coming, and it will blaze
through the streets of Pyongyang, the chic cafes
of a modernising Seoul and the thick forests of
Manchuria in Juhea Kim’s unforgettable debut.
Immersive and elegant, firmly rooted in Korean
folklore and legend, Beasts of a Little Land unveils
a world where friends become enemies, enemies
become saviours, and beasts take many shapes.

Juhea Kim was born in In Cheon, Korea and moved to Portland,
Oregon, aged nine. Her writing has been published in Granta, Times
Literary Supplement, The Independent and elsewhere. She earned her
BA in Art and Archaeology from Princeton University. Kim lives in
Portland, Oregon.
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Build Your House Around My Body

Wake Me Up at Nine in the Morning

Violet Kupersmith
Longlisted for the Center for Fiction First Novel Prize
Two young Vietnamese women go missing
decades apart. Both are fearless, both are lost.
And both will have their revenge.
1986: The teenage daughter of a wealthy
Vietnamese family gets lost in an abandoned
rubber plantation while fleeing her angry father,
and is forever changed by the experience.
2011: Twenty-five years later, a young, unhappy
Vietnamese-American named Winnie disappears
from her new home in Saigon without a trace.

© Adriana de Cervantes

Fiction
March 2022
£9.99
400pp
B Format Paperback
ISBN: 9780861542147
eISBN: 9780861541003
Territories: UK/BC ex Can
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Violet Kupersmith’s heart-pounding debut novel
traces the fates of both these women, barrelling
through the sweaty nightclubs of Saigon to
ramshackle zoos, colonial mansions and
haunted forests.
‘A wonderfully ambitious novel about death,
snakes and female revenge...recounted with a rich,
hypnotic lyricism.’ The Sunday Times
‘Gorgeous, completely original… Beware!
This book might swallow you up.’
Karen Joy Fowler, New York Times bestselling
author of We Are All Completely Beside Ourselves

Violet Kupersmith is the author of the short-story collection The
Frangipani Hotel. She previously taught English with the Fulbright
programme in the Mekong Delta, and was a creative writing fellow at
the University of East Anglia. She has lived in Da Lat and Saigon, and
currently resides in the United States.

A Yi
Translated from the Chinese by Nicky Harman
An electrifying story about the explosive power of
secrets, from a celebrated Chinese novelist
Infamous local thug Hongyang is found dead
by his lover after a night of debauched drinking.
Hongyang is a man with plenty of enemies, any
one of whom could be responsible for his death...
Piecing together the story of Hongyang’s violent
criminal past through the voices of his friends,
family, and his former lover Aiwan, Wake Me Up
at Nine in the Morning is a breathless, immersive
journey into China’s criminal underworld. It is
also a terrifying snapshot of a society in which
cynicism and suspicion reign supreme. Written
with Yi’s trademark confident prose and taut,
suspenseful style, this is an unmissable read from
a star of Chinese literature.
Praise for A Perfect Crime:
‘A rollercoaster read, so grip the seat, hang on, and
be prepared only to relax once you’ve got to the
end of the ride.’ Los Angeles Review of Books
‘Startling…sheds light on a country undergoing
huge social, political and economic change… One
of the most important voices to emerge from the
People’s Republic in years.’ Daily Express

Fiction, Translated Fiction
April 2022 (UK)
May 2022 (North America)
£12.99/US $19.99/CAN $26.99
416pp
Trade Paperback
ISBN:9781786076656
eISBN: 9781786076663
Territories: World English

A Yi was born in China’s Jiangxi province, and worked as a policeman,
sports journalist and editor before turning to writing. In 2012, his novel
A Perfect Crime was published in China (English edition Oneworld,
2015). Wake Me Up at Nine in the Morning was first published in
China in 2017.
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Things They Lost

This World Does Not Belong to Us

Okwiri Oduor

Natalia García Freire
Translated from the Spanish by Victor Meadowcroft

Fiction
April 2022
£16.99
320pp
Royal Hardback
ISBN: HB: 9780861543878
eISBN: 9780861543885
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

Ayosa is a wandering spirit – joyous, exuberant,
filled to the brim with longing. Her only
companions in the Kenyan town she calls home
are as lonely as Ayosa herself: the ghostly Fatumas,
the sullen milkman and Sindano, the owner of
a café that no one ever visits. But a curse hangs
over the women in Ayosa’s family, a curse which
has blighted the life of her mother, Nabumbo
Promise. When her new friend Mbui offers her
an alternative life, one that would involve leaving
Nabumbo Promise behind, Ayosa must decide how
much she owes her fearsome, mercurial mama.
Set at the intersection of the spirit world and the
human one, suffused with Kenyan folklore and
myth, Things They Lost is an unforgettable novel
about the dizzying duality of love at its most
intoxicating and dangerous, from a standout new
literary voice.

Okwiri Oduor was born in Nairobi. At 25, she won the Caine Prize for African
Writing 2014 for her story ‘My Father’s Head’. Later that year, she was named on the
Hay Festival’s Africa39 list of 39 African writers under 40 who would define trends
in African literature. Her novella The Dream Chasers was highly commended in the
Commonwealth Book Prize 2012.
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Secrets and revenge converge in this chilling tale
from a breakout new Latin American voice
Lucas returns to his childhood home in rural
Ecuador to discover that it has been taken over by
two strangers. His mother’s beloved garden lies
in ruins, the walls are slowly crumbling, and the
house that was once so alive seems to be rotting
before his eyes. Lucas takes refuge in the dark
underworld of insects, comforted by their beauty,
their ingenuity, their perfection. Only they have
survived the strangers’ invasion. Only they can
help Lucas take revenge.
This World Does Not Belong to Us is a captivatingly
dark story about betrayal, regret and deception, a
blend of poetry and psychological thrills from an
explosive new literary talent.
Chosen as ‘One of the Best Books Written by
Women’ by the New York Times, 2019
‘A new writer of incredible promise.’ El País

Fiction, Translated Fiction
May 2022
£12.99
192pp
Trade Paperback with flaps
ISBN: 9780861541904
eISBN: 9780861541911
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

Natalia García Freire is a journalist and author from Cuenca, Ecuador.
She teaches Creative Writing at the University of Azuay in Ecuador.
Her debut novel, This World Does Not Belong to Us, was first published in
Spanish in 2019.

© Maria García Freire

© Chelsea Bieker

From the 2014 Caine Prize winner comes an
astonishing debut novel, riven through with
mystery and magic, about a daughter’s quest to
save her mother
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The Weight of Loss

The Dust Never Settles
Karina Lickorish Quinn

Sally Oliver
A visit to a health retreat takes a horrifyingly dark
twist…
Marianne is grieving. Still reeling from the loss
of her sister, she wakes up one day to discover a
thick, black hair protruding from her spine. Her
doctor assures her that the inexplicable growth is
a physical reaction to grief, and Marianne accepts
the offer of a quiet recovery at Nede, a remote
health retreat in the Welsh countryside.
But all is not as it seems at Nede, and Marianne
feels herself starting to lose control: of her body,
her mind, and her memories. The escape she has
craved for so long might finally be possible. But it
will come at a terrible price.
Fiction
June 2022
£14.99
304pp
Short Royal Hardback
ISBN: 9780861541126
eISBN: 9780861541133
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

| new in paperback

The Weight of Loss is a spine-tingling debut about
grief and obsession, with a shocking twist of an
ending that will leave your heart pounding...

A hauntingly beautiful debut steeped in the ghosts of Peru’s
colonial past, perfect for fans of Isabel Allende
‘An innovative and precisely imagined exploration of
identity, family, ghosts, and the intersection between
personal and national history. It swept me away.’
Clare Fisher, author of All the Good Things
‘Ambitious, fascinating and endlessly inventive –
a time-bending, kaleidoscopic fever dream in which the
living coexist with the dead, and the past with present.’
Luiza Sauma, author of Everything You Ever Wanted
Fiction | June 2022 | B Format Paperback | £9.99 | 384pp
ISBN: 9780861543168 | eISBN: 9780861540457 | Territories: UK/BC ex Can

The Forgotten
Mary Chamberlain
Heart-wrenching historical fiction from bestselling
novelist Mary Chamberlain
‘Beautifully crafted, elegantly written, with characters to
root for – I loved this heart-stopping tale.’
Saskia Sarginson, author of The Bench
‘I found myself lost in the world that Mary Chamberlain
creates. Beautifully written, realistic on the human impact
of war, with characters I fell in love with.’
Louise Hare, author of This Lovely City

Sally Oliver is a writer with a Master’s degree in English from Lancaster University.
She began her career in publishing in 2015. Her writing has appeared in publications
including the Riding Light Review and the Blueshift Journal. The Weight of Loss is her
debut novel.
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Historical Fiction | June 2022 | B Format Paperback | £8.99 | 336pp
ISBN: 9780861540327 | eISBN: 9781786079084 | Territories: UK/BC ex Can
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The Comfort of Monsters
Willa C. Richards

POINT BLANK
What a fabulous first half of 2022 for Point Blank –
crime lovers, you are in for a treat.
We kick off with The Comfort of Monsters, a stunning debut by
brilliant young writer Willa C. Richards – set against the backdrop
of Jeffrey Dahmer’s 1990s killing spree, this is a searing dissection
of the aftermath of murder, and whether a family can ever come to
terms with the loss of a loved one.
Tim Glister’s Cold War MI5 operative Richard Knox is back in
action again in A Loyal Traitor, when Knox and CIA agent Abey
Bennett must once again pool their resources, with Knox caught
between a rock and a hard place when he has to face an impossible
moral choice.
There’s a dazzling dose of psychological suspense in The Coffin
Club, a debut by Jacqueline Sutherland – it’s twisty, it’s chilling, it’s
unputdownable! And just as lively and distinctive is book three in
Fiona Erskine’s Jaq Silver Mystery series, The Chemical Cocktail,
where feisty female explosives expert Jaq Silver has to right rather
a lot of wrongs.
We have some fabulous mass market paperbacks, with The Khan by
Saima Mir, gripping and gritty, and a pick for Sky TV’s book club;
while for Tuva Moodyson’s fans there’s Will Dean’s superlative
Bad Apples (Will advises readers to ‘buckle up’ for this one, and
he’s not wrong…); Paula The Paris Wife McLain has a corker of a
debut thriller in When the Stars Go Dark; and there’s book two in the
unique and atmospheric Burrowhead Mysteries trilogy, Where the
Missing Gather.
So something for all tastes – enjoy.
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A heartbreaking page-turner, this remarkable
debut is the story of a broken family looking for
answers in the face of the unknown
Summer, 1991. Serial killer Jeffrey Dahmer’s
heinous crimes dominated the headlines.
When teen Dee McBride vanished in the city
of Milwaukee, her disappearance was easily
overlooked.
2019, nearly thirty years later, Dee’s sister,
Peg, is still haunted by her disappearance. But
digging deep into her memory raises terrifying
questions. How much trust can we place in our
own recollections? How often are our memories
altered by the very act of speaking them aloud?
And what does it mean to bear witness in a world
where even our own truths are inherently suspect?
‘Intense.’ LA Review of Books
‘Gripping.’ Oprah Daily
‘Dynamic.’ Chicago Review of Books

Crime/Mystery
January 2022
£8.99
400pp
B Format Paperback
ISBN: 9780861543540
eISBN: 9780861543557
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

‘Devastating.’ Publishers Weekly

Willa C. Richards is a graduate of the Iowa Writers’ Workshop, where
she was a Truman Capote Fellow. She earned her PhD in English from
the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. Her first story, ‘Failure to
Thrive’, was published by the Paris Review last autumn. The Comfort of
Monsters is her debut novel.
11
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A Loyal Traitor

The Khan

A Richard Knox Spy Thriller
Tim Glister
A searing, gritty debut crime novel with a
resourceful and unforgettable heroine who must
make her way in a man’s world

Duty or honour. Which would you betray?

Be twice as good as men and four times as good
as white men.

But when Abey Bennett, his CIA comrade
in arms, appears in London, he must face an
agonising choice: who will he believe, and who
will he betray – his duty to his country or his
loyalty to his friends?
Praise for Red Corona:
‘Thrills by the bucket… An entertaining blend
of Le Carré-like in-house establishment rivalries
and sheer propulsive action reminiscent of Len
Deighton.’ Maxim Jakubowski

© Mark Rusher

‘A thoroughly engaging spy thriller that had me
gripped from start to finish and left me desperate
for more!’
S. J. Watson, author of Before I Go to Sleep
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Saima Mir

Alliances are tested as tensions come to a climax
in this fast-paced second book in the Richard
Knox Spy Thriller series

It’s 1966. London is swinging, and the Cold
War is spiralling. Whispers of conspiracies are
everywhere. Spies on both sides of the iron
curtain are running in circles. And MI5 agent
Richard Knox is tired of all of it.

Crime/Thriller
February 2022
£14.99
304pp
Short Royal Hardback
ISBN: 9780861541669
eISBN: 9780861541676
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

| new
oneworld
in paperback
| new

Tim Glister is a creative director working in advertising. He’s worked
for a range of famous and infamous brands, including eighteen months
at the controversial political communications agency Cambridge
Analytica. He lives in London, and A Loyal Traitor is the second
Richard Knox spy thriller.

Jia Khan has always lived like this.
Now, with her father murdered, Jia must return to
the North of England to take his place. A bloody
power struggle has broken out among warring
communities and nobody is safe.
Jia is about to discover that justice always comes at
a cost.
‘A fascinating glimpse into a world rarely portrayed
in fiction.’
Guardian, best crime and thrillers
‘A once-in-a-generation crime thriller.’
A.A.Dhand, author of Streets of Darkness
‘Compelling and gritty.’ Cosmopolitan

Crime/Thriller
March 2022
£8.99
336pp
B Format Paperback
ISBN: 9780861540891
eISBN: 9781786079107
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

‘Bold, addictive and brilliant.’
Stylist, best fiction 2021

Saima Mir has written for The Times, Guardian and Independent.
Her essay for It’s Not About The Burqa appeared in Guardian Weekend
and received over 250,000 hits in two days. She also contributed to
the anthology The Best, Most Awful Job: Twenty Mothers Talk Honestly
About Motherhood. Saima grew up in Bradford and now lives in London.

© Anna Crossley
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The Coffin Club

When the Stars Go Dark

Jacqueline Sutherland

Paula McLain
A deliciously twisty debut psychological thriller.
How far would you go to get what is rightfully
yours?
Everyone deserves a second chance.
After a car accident killed her husband and
left her permanently scarred, Kat Alexander, a
wealthy widow, starts a new life in the countryside.
Mourning not only her husband but her last
chance of motherhood, Kat is completely lost.
Until she meets Ginny, who runs the local animal
sanctuary and offers Kat a lifeline.

Psychological Suspense/Crime
April 2022
£14.99
352pp
Demy Hardback
ISBN: 9780861542826
eISBN: 9780861542833
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

| new
oneworld
in paperback
| new

The two become inseparable and Ginny encourages
Kat to join the local branch of Young and
Widowed, dubbed the Coffin Club by its members.
There she meets Nico, a young Spanish widower
with five-year-old daughter Magdalena. Nico is
gorgeous – good-looking, kind, caring – and he
wants to settle in the UK permanently. Kat would
do anything to be a mother and Nico can offer her
just that. Marriage seems like the perfect option
but how well do they really know each other?

From the bestselling author of The Paris Wife comes a unique
thriller that’s a hauntingly suspenseful deep-dive into trauma
A New York Times bestseller
‘A superior psychological thriller... Paula McLain focuses on
the victims rather than the abductors in a gripping serial-killer
story that is also a sensitive study of grief.’
The Times Crime Club
‘Absolutely incredible.’
Good Morning America
Crime/Mystery | April 2022 | B Format Paperback | £8.99 | 384pp
ISBN: 9780861541973 | eISBN: 9780861540815 | Territories: UK/BC ex Can

Where the Missing Gather
The Burrowhead Mysteries
Helen Sedgwick
The atmospheric second in the Burrowhead Mystery series
from the author of When the Dead Come Calling
Praise for When the Dead Come Calling:
‘Unputdownable... Helen Sedgwick saw into the future and
that future is now! It’s an incredible book! READ IT.’
Lemn Sissay, author of My Name Is Why

© Nicola Light

‘Helen Sedgwick is one of Scotland’s finest contemporary
storytellers.’ Claire Askew, author of All the Hidden Truths
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Jacqueline Sutherland worked in corporate PR and marketing for over
20 years. She began her debut novel on the 2020 Faber Academy Write
Your Novel course. Jacqueline lives in Guildford.

‘Minutely observational, clever and warm.’ Scotsman
Crime/Mystery | May 2022 | B Format Paperback | £8.99 | 416pp
ISBN: 9780861541935 | eISBN: 9781786079787 | Territories: UK/BC ex Can
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PRAISE FOR THE TUVA SERIES:

Bad Apples
A Tuva Moodyson Mystery
Will Dean
From the bestselling author of Dark Pines comes
Will Dean’s most terrifying Tuva Moodyson
mystery yet
A murder
A resident of small-town Visberg is found
decapitated.
A festival
A grim celebration in a cultish hilltop community
after the apple harvest.
A race against time

Crime/Thriller
May 2022
£8.99
352pp
B Format Paperback
ISBN: 9780861541980
eISBN: 9781786079824
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

As Visberg closes ranks to keep its deadly
secrets, there could not be a worse time for Tuva
Moodyson to arrive as deputy editor of the local
newspaper. Powerful forces are at play and no one
dares speak out. But Tuva senses the story of her
career, unaware that perhaps she is the story…
‘A delicious return to Tuva.’ Ann Cleeves
‘A compelling thriller that devoted fans and new
readers will enjoy.’ Jane Casey

Will Dean grew up in the East Midlands. His debut novel, Dark
Pines, was selected for Zoe Ball’s Book Club, his second won Best
Independent Voice at the Amazon Publishing Readers’ Awards and his
third, Black River, was longlisted for the Theakston Old Peculier Crime
Novel of the Year 2021. He lives in Sweden where the Tuva Moodyson
novels are set.
16

‘The tension is unrelenting, and I can’t
wait for Tuva’s next outing.’
Val McDermid
‘Loaded with atmosphere, brilliant on setting,
and Tuva Moodyson just rocks.’
Mark Billingham
‘A must read.’
Observer, thriller of the month
‘The best thriller I’ve read in ages.’
Marian Keyes
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The Chemical Cocktail
A Dr Jaq Silver Mystery
Fiona Erskine
Jaq Silver is back with a bang in this high-octane
third novel in the series
When Jaq Silver’s mother dies, she is handed a
poisoned chalice. An inheritance more valuable
to her than she could have imagined. Travelling
from Portugal to Brazil amid conspiracies and
corruption to get to the bottom of her family
mystery, Jaq learns she is not the only one with an
interest in her unusual inheritance. Racing against
the clock as the threats to her life increase on all
sides, Jaq must use her scientific know-how to save
what matters most.
Praise for The Chemical Detective:

© Gary Walsh and
Stockton-on-Tees Library

Crime/Thriller
June 2022
£8.99
352pp
B Format Paperback
ISBN: 9780861540334
eISBN: 9780861540341
Territories: UK/BC ex Can
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‘Just the right blend of suspense and tension.’
Forbes, editors’ pick
‘Action, intrigue and a stonkingly modern heroine.
It’s a blast.’ Sunday Times Crime Club
‘Imagine the love child of Jack Reacher and
Nancy Drew...a delicious cocktail of dating and
detonations.’ Evening Standard

Fiona Erskine is a professional engineer based in Teesside. She is
the author of The Chemical Detective and The Chemical Reaction. The
Chemical Detective was shortlisted for the Specsavers’ Debut Crime
Novel Award. Her second thriller in the Jaq Silver series, The Chemical
Reaction, was shortlisted for the Staunch Prize in 2020.

ROCK THE BOAT
This spring, we’ve something for everyone, from award-winning
names to fantastic new authors.
We’re delighted to welcome Carnegie-medal winner Anthony
McGowan to Rock the Boat. Set in the aftermath of the Chernobyl
disaster, Dogs of the Deadlands is a thrilling tale of survival against
the odds.
If it’s a fresh new voice you’re after, look no further than
The Extraordinary Adventures of Alice Tonks by Emily Kenny. With
a heroine you can’t help but cheer on, this boarding school tale has
humour and heart by the bucketful.
I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter by Erika L. Sánchez
is a poignant but hilarious YA debut that’s soon to be
a Netflix film.
Linda Sue Park, author of the bestselling A Long Walk to Water,
needs no introduction. A Single Shard transports readers to
12th-century Korea. It’s not hard to see why this beautifully
written book won the Newbery medal.
Rising star of funny MG, Nat Amoore, is back with Secrets of an
Undercover Activist – the outrageous story of a group of friends
determined to protect the planet. Younger environmentalists,
meanwhile, can enjoy two new Playdate Adventures.
And last year’s highlights are now in paperback. Instant New York
Times #1 bestseller Firekeeper’s Daughter by Angeline Boulley and
Damien Love’s ‘adrenaline-pumping rollercoaster of a story’,
The Shadow Arts.
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A Single Shard

Firekeeper's Daughter
Angeline Boulley

Linda Sue Park
A Newbery Medal-winning classic from the
bestselling author of A Long Walk to Water, with
a stunning new cover to celebrate its 20th year

An internationally bestselling thriller about a
Native American teen who must root out the
corruption in her community

It is 12th-century Korea, and 13-year-old
Tree-ear lives under a bridge on the outskirts
of a village famous for its ceramics. He loves to
watch the master potter Min at work and dreams
of learning the craft one day. Determined to do
whatever it takes to prove himself to Min,
Tree-ear embarks on a dangerous journey to
present his master’s work to the king, little
knowing it will change his life forever.

Eighteen-year-old Daunis’s mixed heritage has
always made her feel like an outsider, both in her
hometown and on the nearby Ojibwe reservation.
When she witnesses a shocking murder, she
reluctantly agrees to be part of a covert FBI
operation into a series of drug-related deaths.

‘Intrigues, danger and a strong focus on doing
what is right turn a simple story into a compelling
read… A timeless jewel.’
Kirkus, starred review
‘This finely crafted novel brings 12th-century
Korea and these indelible characters to life.’
School Library Journal, best books of the year

© Sonya Sones

‘This quiet, but involving story draws readers into
a very different time and place.’
Booklist, starred review

20

Linda Sue Park is the author of many books for young readers,
including the international bestseller A Long Walk to Water. Linda is
the founder of KiBooka, a listing initiative that aims to boost Korean
American and Korean diasporic voices. She has been a panelist for
several awards and grants. Linda lives in New York with her family.

But the deceptions – and deaths – keep piling up
and soon the threat strikes too close to home. Now
Daunis must decide what it means to be a strong
Anishinaabe kwe (Ojibwe woman) and how far
she’ll go to protect her community, even if it tears
apart the only world she’s ever known.
‘A story that grips like a bulldog clip on your heart.’
Katherine Rundell, author of The Good Thieves
‘This heart-pounding thriller has us on the edge
of our seats.’ Reese’s Book Club YA pick
‘A swift-paced, compelling thriller.’ Guardian

Young Adult
February 2022
£8.99
496pp
B Format Paperback
ISBN: 9781786079060
eISBN: 9781786079053
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

‘A riveting page turner with a remarkable heroine.’
Time magazine, 100 best YA books of all time

Angeline Boulley is an enrolled member of the Sault Ste. Marie Tribe
of Chippewa Indians based in Michigan. She is the former director of
the Office of Indian Education at the U.S. Department of Education
and gained attention for this debut novel thanks to the non-profit
organisation We Need Diverse Books. Angeline lives in southwest
Michigan but considers ‘home’ to be Sugar Island.

© Amber Boulley

‘A moving tribute to perseverance and creativity
in this finely etched novel.’
Publishers Weekly, starred review
Middle Grade
January 2022
£6.99
176pp
B Format Paperback
ISBN: 9780861541867
eISBN: 9780861541874
Territories: UK/BC ex Can, ANZ
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The Shadow Arts

I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter

Damien Love

Erika L. Sánchez
The thrilling sequel to Monstrous Devices – Alex
and his grandfather hold the fate of history itself
in their hands in a Rick Riordan meets Raiders of
the Lost Ark adventure of epic proportions!

Heart breaking but laugh-out-loud funny
contemporary YA about losing a sister and
finding yourself, soon to be a Netflix film and
a Time magazine 100 best YA books of all time

When Alex’s grandfather sent him a tin robot
with strange powers, his world changed forever.

When her sister Olga dies in a tragic accident,
Julia is left to pick up the pieces of her family.
She is also expected to fill the shoes of her sister.
But Julia has never been the perfect Mexican
daughter.

‘A dark, mysterious, adrenaline-pumping
rollercoaster of a story.’
Kieran Larwood, author of The Five Realms

‘Alive and crackling – a gritty tale wrapped
in a page-turner.’
New York Times

‘Clever, funny, exciting and occasionally
downright nasty – terrific stuff !’
Alastair Chisholm, author of Orion Lost

‘I fell in love with Erika L. Sánchez’ stunning
novel, I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter.
The depth, wit and searing intelligence of her
writing, and her young Latina heroine, struck me
to my core and left me wanting so much more.’
America Ferrera

© Colin Mearns,
Herald Times

‘A superbly assured sequel where detailed settings,
a clever plot and cliffhanging action combine in
an unforgettable read.’
South China Morning Post

22

As Julia struggles to find her place in the world,
she discovers Olga was not as perfect as everyone
thought. Who was her sister really? And how
can Julia even attempt to live up to an impossible
ideal?

Damien Love was born in Scotland and lives in Glasgow. He is the
author of several books on film and filmmakers. He has the ability
to talk to cats, but there is no evidence that they understand him.
The Shadow Arts is the sequel to Monstrous Devices. Learn more at
damienlove.com.

Young Adult
March 2022
£7.99
368pp
B Format Paperback
ISBN: 9780861543496
eISBN: 9780861543502
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

Erika L. Sánchez was the sex and love advice columnist for
Cosmopolitan for Latinas for three years. Her writing has appeared in
Rolling Stone, Salon and the Paris Review. She lives in Chicago, not far
from where I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter is set. You can find
out more about her at erikalsanchez.com.

© Adriana Díaz

Now, the duo’s mission takes them on a desperate
dash across Europe, chasing down the mystery
their friend Harry was investigating when he
disappeared. But can Alex work out the ancient
secret that lies hidden in the depths of Germany’s
Black Forest and harness the powers of his robot
before it’s too late? Innocent lives – and even
history itself – are at stake.
Middle Grade
February 2022
£7.99
416pp
B Format Paperback
ISBN: 9780861540884
eISBN: 9781786079398
Territories: UK/BC ex Can
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The Great Safari Rescue

The Honeybee Treasure Hunt

Playdate Adventures Book 5
Emma Beswetherick
Saving the planet…one adventure at a time
Join Katy, Cassie, Zia and their new friend Luca
on a series of amazing adventures as they work
together to save the planet…
When Cassie’s cousin Luca joins the girls’
school, they have the perfect idea to make him
feel included – invite him to a magical playdate
adventure. Together with Thunder the cat, they
decide to go on a wild journey to the African
savannah in their very own flying safari jeep.

Age 5-8
March 2022
£5.99
112pp
B-Format Paperback
ISBN: 9780861542369
eISBN: 9780861542376
Territories: World Rights

Playdate Adventures Book 6
Emma Beswetherick
Eager to learn more about honeybees, the friends
shrink themselves down to take a closer look. But
when they find a lost bee in a sticky situation, the
miniature adventure turns out to be their biggest
yet! With the threat of pesticides and loss of
habitat, the group discover how dangerous the
world can be – if you’re a bee.
‘Every young girl should read this series!’
Amanda Holden

© Heather Neilson

But when they arrive, the animals are in a frenzy.
The watering holes are drying up and soon there
won’t be anything left for them to drink! Luca
has an idea that might just save the day – will the
friends be able to pull it off ?

Age 5-8
June 2022
£5.99
112pp
B-Format Paperback
ISBN: 9780861542550
eISBN: 9780861542567
Territories: World Rights

‘Guaranteed free of unicorns and princesses, it’s
fun, empowering fiction for 5-8 year olds.’
David Nicholls, author of One Day

US: July 2022
PB: $5.99 US/$7.99 CAN
ISBN: 9780861542383
eISBN: 9780861542390

Emma Beswetherick is the mother of young children and wanted to write exciting,
inspirational and enabling adventure stories to share with them. Emma works in
publishing and lives in London with her family and two ragdoll cats – the inspiration
for Thunder.
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Book 1

Book 2
US: July 2022
PB: $5.99 US/$7.99 CAN
ISBN: 9780861542574
eISBN: 9780861542581

Book 3

Book 4
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The Extraordinary Adventures of Alice Tonks

My Especially Weird Week with Tess

Emily Kenny

Anna Woltz

Alice Tonks desperately wants to make friends at
her new boarding school but, being autistic, she’s
always found it hard to fit in. Then she discovers
she is a ‘switcher’ and can talk to animals. Not only
that, she can shapeshift into animal form as well.
As she starts to explore her newfound abilities,
to her horror she learns that creatures are going
missing. Only Alice holds the key to solving the
mystery and finding the culprit, but she’ll need to
harness her full powers first. And to do that she’ll
need a bit of help from her new friends – both
human and animal.
Middle Grade
May 2022
£6.99
256pp
B-Format Paperback
ISBN: 9780861542055
eISBN: 9780861542062
Territories: World English
US: February 2023
PB: $8.99 US/$11.99 CAN
ISBN: 9780861542079
eISBN: 9780861542086

Like Alice, Emily Kenny is autistic and wanted to write her debut novel about
an autistic child protagonist. Emily completed the MA in children’s literature at
Roehampton University and was part of the Spark Mentor scheme with WriteMentor.
Emily works as a secondary school English teacher and Special Educational Needs
co-ordinator. She lives in London.

Translated from the German by David Colmer
A hilarious, heart-warming summer adventure
from the bestselling author of Talking to Alaska.
For fans of Lisa Thompson, Stewart Foster and
Mamma Mia!
10-year-old Sam is spending the holidays with
his family on the Dutch island of Texel, but no
one is having fun. His older brother has broken
his ankle; his mum is plagued by migraines; and
the morbidly imaginative Sam decides to prepare
for the day his family might die by practicing
loneliness. But when 11-year-old whirlwind Tess
catapults herself into his life, Sam’s only option is
to follow her lead. Tess wants to find her father,
who doesn’t even know she exists. Together they
come up with an especially weird plan to lure him
onto the island for one week, discovering the joy
of living and the meaning of family along the way.
Praise for Talking to Alaska:
‘A super original, tense story about two struggling
outsiders, connected by a dog – it’s timeless and
clever.’ Sophie Dahl, author of Madame Badobedah
‘For animal-loving readers, the fluffy white dog
may be reason enough to add this to collections,
but the deeper layers of story make it a must.’
Booklist, starred review

© Carli Hermès

A story with buckets of heart and humour about
finding your voice, friendship and unlikely heroes.
Perfect for fans of Elle McNicoll’s A Kind of Spark
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Middle Grade
June 2022
£6.99
176pp
B-Format Paperback
ISBN: 9780861542963
eISBN: 9780861542970
Territories: World Rights
US: May 2023
PB: $8.99 US/$11.99 CAN
ISBN: 9780861542987
eISBN: 9780861542994

Anna Woltz is an internationally bestselling children’s author based in theNetherlands.
She has written 24 books for young readers. My Especially Weird Week with Tess has
sold in 15 territories, won numerous awards and been made into a highly successful
film, My Extraordinary Summer with Tess.
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Nine Rules to Conquer Death
Kevin Toolis

NON-FICTION
The pandemic has both confused and clarified how we want
to live. In The Elements of Choice, Eric J. Johnson shows us
how to make good – and moral – choices in matters mundane
and existential, from dating to end-of-life care. A line-up
of fresh thinking, forgotten histories and far-sighted
analysis awaits…
Off the back of her hit Radio 4 series, Victoria Shepherd
brings us A History of Delusions, showing why, sometimes, it’s
not so strange to believe you’re made of glass.
Slightly less mad but much more dangerous is the story
of Dartmoor Prison in 1816. Nicholas Guyatt vividly
illuminates the unique interplay of race, class and violence
in The Hated Cage.
Catherine the Great had her own ‘world-beating’ testand-trace programme and vaccine rollout against smallpox
centuries ago. Her unprecedented partnership with the
English doctor Thomas Dimsdale is explored in Lucy Ward’s
dazzling debut.
A little further from present concerns, Jacob Mikanowski’s
Goodbye, Eastern Europe! is a history book like no other, a
eulogy for a world we are losing as memories fade and new
malls get built.

Death is all around us but unseen. A shadow companion
who haunts our gnawing anxieties over what the future
holds. Can anyone overcome the fear of dying?
‘This is the bardic volume that distils that Wisdom and
dispenses it to a world that has lost its way with death.
It’s like a lamp to guide us home.’
Kathryn Mannix, author of With the End in Mind
‘Nine Rules is a compelling hybrid of lyrical essay
and practical self-help book. Read it.’
Seamus O’Mahony, author of The Way We Die Now
Psychology | January 2022 | B Format Paperback | £8.99 | 192pp
ISBN: 9780861542192 | eISBN: 9781786079848 | Territories: UK/BC ex Can

Them and Us
How Immigrants and Locals Can Thrive Together
Philippe Legrain
Winner of the Diversity, Inclusion and Equality Award at
the Business Book Awards 2021
‘Underpinned by scholarship…entertaining… Legrain’s
book fizzes with practical ideas.’ The Economist

Pour yourself a mug of Kvass and join us.

Popular Economics/Immigration | February 2022/March 2022 US | B Format Paperback
£10.99/$17.95 US/$23.95 CAN | 320pp | ISBN: 9780861542222 | eISBN: 9781786077912
Territories: World
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For the Good of the World
Is a Universal Ethics Possible?
A. C. Grayling

Current Affairs
February 2022/March 2022 US
£14.99/$24.95 US/$33.95 CAN
240pp
Short Royal Hardback
ISBN: 9780861542666
eISBN: 9780861542673
Territories: World

| new

A Brief History of Timekeeping
The Science of Marking Time, From Stonehenge to Atomic Clocks
Chad Orzel

A lucid and inspiring consideration of the
challenges we and our world now face, and a
proposal for a way to overcome them

From Stonehenge to atomic clocks, this is how
we’ve used science to work out the time across the
centuries

Can we human beings agree on a set of values
which will allow us to confront the numerous
threats that we and our planet face? Or will
we continue our disagreements, rivalries and
antipathies, even as we collectively approach what,
in the not impossible extreme, might be extinction?

You only need to press the snooze button on your
alarm a bit too often to understand the importance
of good timekeeping. What you might not know is
that the need to tell the time connects you to over
five thousand years of human history, from the first
solstice markers at Newgrange to quartz crystal
oscillating in your watch today. Science underpins
time.

To answer these questions, A. C. Grayling
considers the three most pressing challenges
facing the world: climate change, technology
(especially AI and autonomous weapons systems)
and justice. If there is to be a chance of finding
ways to generate universal agreement on how the
world’s various problems are to be confronted the
underlying question of values has to be addressed.
‘An enthusiastic thinker who embraces humour,
common sense and lucidity.’ Independent
‘If there is any such person in Britain today as The
Thinking Man, it is A. C. Grayling.’ The Times

Yet time is also socially decided: the Gregorian
calendar we use today is a result of complex
political negotiations. The ancient Maya used
sophisticated astronomical observations to produce
a calendar system unlike any other in the world. In
his quirky and accessible style, Chad Orzel reveals
the wondrous physics that makes time something
we can set, measure and know.

Popular Science/History
February 2022
£10.99
368pp
B Format Paperback
ISBN: 9780861542154
eISBN: 9780861543212
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

A. C. Grayling is the Founder and Principal of the New College of the
Humanities at Northeastern University, London, and its Professor of
Philosophy. Among his many books are The God Argument, Democracy
and Its Crisis, The History of Philosophy and The Good State. He lives in
London.
30

Chad Orzel is an associate professor of physics and astronomy at Union
College in New York. He has written for Forbes, Daily Mail and Physics
World, and has spoken at numerous TED talks. His books have been
translated into more than a dozen languages. Follow him @orzelc

© Kate Nepveu

‘Grayling is particularly good at illuminating the
knottiness of moral discourse.’ Sunday Times
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The Elements of Choice
Why the Way We Decide Matters
Eric J. Johnson

Becoming Kim Jong-Un
Understanding North Korea’s Young Dictator
Jung H. Pak

First, this book will change how you see the world.
Then you will change how others see it.

An explosive account of Kim Jong-Un by a former
intelligence community insider

How do you get people to donate their organs?
What’s the trick to reading a wine list? What’s the
perfect number of matches a dating site should
offer? How can you get your toddler to go to bed?

‘Becoming Kim Jong-Un could be the most definitive
account of North Korea’s supreme leader.’ Newsweek

Choice architects shape our world. They set the
parameters. In deciding how choices are presented
in the first place, they wield enormous influence.
This book doesn’t simply analyse the mental
fallacies that trip us up when making decisions.
It goes further to show us what good decisionmaking looks like – that it can be both moral and
effective.
Popular Psychology
February 2022
£20
400pp
Short Royal Hardback
Integrated illustrations
ISBN: 9780861541188
eISBN: 9780861541195
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

| new in paperback

‘Eric Johnson is an absolute giant – one of
the pioneers of modern behavioural science,
with a unmatched combination of theoretical
sophistication, a firm moral core, and a keen
practical sense. He’s a brilliant thinker, a terrific
storyteller, and a fun, vivid writer.’
Cass Sunstein, co-author of Nudge

‘The young dictator comes under close scrutiny in this
intelligent account.’ Sunday Times
‘Excellent… Former CIA analyst Jung H. Pak cuts
through the regime’s opacity and the fog of gossip.’
Los Angeles Times
Politics/North Korea | February 2022 | B Format Paperback | £10.99 | 336pp
ISBN: 9780861542529 | eISBN: 9781786077172 | Territories: UK/BC ex Can

Ending Hunger
The Quest to Feed the World Without Destroying It
Anthony Warner
Counterintuitive solutions to global food production
and sustainability
‘A provocative vision.’ Sunday Times
‘This is an important book, and a good one. It’s ambitious
and well-researched and timely… Food science can be a dry
topic, but Warner manages to make it an entertaining one.’
Spectator on The Angry Chef

Eric J. Johnson is Norman Eig Professor of Business and director
of the Center for Decision Sciences at the Columbia Business
School. His academic awards include the Distinguished Scientific
Achievement Award of the Society for Consumer Psychology.
32

Popular Science/Food | March 2022/April 2022 US | B Format Paperback
£10.99/$17.95 US/$24.95 CAN | 352pp ISBN: 9780861542185 | eISBN: 9781786079275 | Territories:
World English
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The Red Prince
The Life of John of Gaunt, the Duke of Lancaster
Helen Carr
A Times and Sunday Times Best Book of 2021
‘The Red Prince is not…just a book of battles and wars…
it is the towering figure of John of Gaunt, a thoroughly
European Englishman, who takes centre stage and it’s a
stirring and memorable performance.’
Leanda de Lisle, The Times
‘Carr has brought to life one of the major figures of
medieval England.’ Linda Porter, Literary Review

History | March 2022/April 2022 US | B Format Paperback
£10.99/$17.95 US/$24.95 CAN | 304pp | ISBN: 9780861543182 | eISBN: 9780861540839
Territories: World English

Why You Won’t Get Rich
How Capitalism Broke its Contract with Hard Work
Robert Verkaik
Stories of economic shame in Britain and a hopeful
way forward for capitalism
‘How the system became rigged so that even
the fortunate lose out: a masterpiece.’
Danny Dorling, author of Inequality and the 1%
‘The latest in the series of powerful books on the divisions
in modern Britain, and will take its place on many
bookshelves beside Reni Eddo-Lodge and Owen Jones.’
Andrew Marr, Sunday Times on Posh Boys
Economics/Current Affairs | March 2022/April 2022 US | B Format Paperback
£10.99/$17.95 US/$24.95 CAN | 304pp | ISBN: 9780861542253 | eISBN: 9781786078087
Territories: World English
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The Grey Men
Pursuing the Stasi into the Present
Ralph Hope
The untold story of what the Stasi did next from a former
intelligence insider
‘A cracking read that will leave you as outraged by
Hope’s findings as he so clearly was.’
Peter Conradi, Sunday Times
‘A mesmerising account of the crimes of the Stasi officers
through the eyes of their victims that goes far beyond
The Lives of Others.’
Michael Smith, author of The Anatomy of a Spy
History/East Germany | March 2022 /April 2022 US | B Format Paperback
£10.99 UK/$16.95 US/$22.95 CAN | 336pp | ISBN: 9781786079619 | eISBN: 9781786078285
Territories: World English

The Kindness of Strangers
How a Selfish Ape Invented a New Moral Code
Michael E. McCullough
A sweeping history of one of the great
evolutionary puzzles
‘An inspiring and engrossing new look at human goodness.
Without sentimentality or glibness, and wearing his depth
and erudition lightly, McCullough enlightens us on when
and why we care for others.’ Steven Pinker, author of
The Better Angels of Our Nature and Enlightenment Now
‘Fascinating and wide-ranging…McCullough’s arguments
are smart, clear, and ultimately persuasive.’
Paul Bloom, author of Against Empathy
Popular Psychology/Evolution | March 2022 | B Format Paperback | £10.99 | 368pp
ISBN: 9780861540556 | eISBN: 9781786078193 | Territories: UK/BC ex Can
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The Hated Cage

War and Peacekeeping

Following a sixty-year journey from war to peace, from
soldier to UNICEF ambassador, Martin Bell reflects on
war and peacekeeping, and where they stand today
‘His is a voice of clarity, compassion and towering
authority. When I was young I wanted to be just like him.
I still do.’ Allan Little
‘Bell writes well and he has witnessed many interesting
things in his long career… clearly and transparently a
decent and, in some respects, heroic man.’
Adrian Weale, Literary Review
Current Affairs/Memoir | March 2022/May 2022 US | B Format Paperback
£10.99/$16.95 US/$22.95 CAN | 336pp | ISBN: 9780861542246 | eISBN: 9781786077646
Territories: World English

Becoming Wild
How Animals Learn to be Animals
Carl Safina
A bestselling author brings readers close to three
non-human cultures: what they do, why they do it, and
how life is for them
‘Bracing and enlightening… Safina’s writing on the watery
depths and its denizens is sublime.’ Science
‘Safina...here delves into the world of chimpanzees, sperm
whales and macaws to make a convincing argument that
animals learn from one another and pass down culture in a
way that will feel very familiar to us.’
New York Times, 100 Notable Books of 2020
Popular Science/Natural World | April 2022 | B Format Paperback | £10.99 | 384pp
ISBN: 9781786079633 | eISBN: 9781786077257 | Territories: UK/BC ex Can

An American Tragedy in Britain’s Most Terrifying Prison
Nicholas Guyatt
Buried in the history of our most famous jail, a
unique story of captivity, violence and race
The War of 1812 – the last time Britain and
America went to war with each other. British
redcoats torch the White House and six thousand
American privateers languish in the world’s largest
prisoner-of-war camp, Dartmoor. All classes and
all races, some were as young as thirteen.
Known as the ‘hated cage’, Dartmoor wasn’t a
place you’d expect to be full of life and invention.
Yet prisoners taught each other algebra, foreign
languages and science. While racism raged in their
homeland, in the racially segregated prison Black
and white Americans came together to box, dance
and stage plays. And they encountered or invented
every prison-break cliché. Then came the terrible
moment when tension in the prison boiled over…

History
April 2022
£25
320pp
Royal Hardback
Integrated illustrations
ISBN: 9781786079893
eISBN: 9781786079909
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

Nicholas Guyatt is a reader in American history at the University of
Cambridge. The author of five books, he has written for the Guardian,
Telegraph and London Review of Books and was a consultant for the
acclaimed BBC Four television series, Racism: A History. He lives in
Cambridge.

© Vic Leung

Personal Reflections on Conflict and Lasting Peace
Martin Bell
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The Empress and the English Doctor
How Catherine the Great defied a deadly virus
Lucy Ward
The astonishing true story of how Catherine the
Great joined forces with a Quaker doctor from
Essex to spearhead one of the first global public
health campaigns
No disease sparked as much dread in the eighteenth
century as smallpox. It killed children all across
Europe with ruthless efficiency and those lucky
enough to survive were disfigured with the telltale pitted scars. But a method offered hope in
preventing serious infection: inoculation.

© Ailis Halligan

History
April 2022/June 2022 US
£20/$30 US/$39.99 CAN
336pp
Royal Hardback
Integrated illustrations
ISBN: 9780861542451
eISBN: 9780861542468
Territories: World
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Only one problem remained: convincing people to
take the treatment. A pamphleteering war raged in
Europe about the risks and benefits of inoculation,
and public resistance ran high. Catherine the Great
broke the deadlock by requesting that a young
Essex doctor, Thomas Dimsdale, inoculate her.
Lucy Ward expertly unveils how this extraordinary
situation came about – and how it kickstarted a
trend of inoculations all over Europe.
This is a fascinating history of Enlightenment
ideals, political intrigue, and the human quest to
cure disease.

Lucy Ward is a former journalist for the Guardian, currently working
in communications. As a Westminster Lobby correspondent, she
campaigned for greater women’s representation and secured the first
ever Lobby job share. From 2010–12, she lived in Moscow, renewing
her interest in Russian history. She lives in Essex.
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Mary, Founder of Christianity

A radical rediscovery of the mother of Jesus
Despite the commonly held assumption that the
Bible says little about the mother of Jesus, there are
many indications that Mary preceded and inspired
her son in fostering the emergence of a new faith
community. In the Gospel of John, Mary instigates
Jesus’ first miracle, and in all four gospels she is
present at the crucifixion, suggesting hers was a
place of unparalleled importance in the Christian
story.
Setting aside presuppositions based on doctrine,
Chris Maunder returns to the New Testament
to answer the question, ‘Who was Mary?’ He
re-examines the virgin conception of Jesus,
Mary’s contribution to Jesus’ ministry, and her
central role in the events of the crucifixion and
the resurrection. In so doing, he casts a thoughtprovoking new light on Mary and the women,
including Mary Magdalene, who stood alongside
her.

Chris Maunder is a visiting fellow in Theology and Religious Studies at
York St John University. He is the author of Our Lady of the Nations, and
the editor of The Oxford Handbook of Mary and Origins of the Cult of the
Virgin Mary. He lives in Knaresborough, North Yorkshire.
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The Colour of God
Ayesha S. Chaudhry

Chris Maunder

Religion/Christianity
April 2022
£18.99/$27.95 US/$36.95 CAN
288pp
Royal Hardback
ISBN: 9780861542642
eISBN: 9780861542659
Territories: World
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A memoir of a fundamentalist Muslim childhood and of
redefining faith, belonging and family in adulthood
‘Engrossing.’ Monica Ali
‘Heartbreaking and really funny.’ Ross Gay
‘This book fell into my heart.’ Sabrina Mahfouz
‘The kind of authentic voice that is rarely
heard.’ Saima Mir

Memoir/Islam | April 2022/May 2022 US | B Format Paperback | £10.99 UK/$17.95 US | 304pp
ISBN: 9780861542208 | eISBN: 9781786079763 | Territories: World English

Surviving Katyń
Stalin’s Polish Massacre and the Search for Truth
Jane Rogoyska
The extraordinary true story of one of the
greatest mysteries of World War II
‘[Rogoyska] vividly recreates the last months of the officers
– artists, scientists, engineers and poets as well as career
military men – who were initially held at three special
camps run by the NKVD.’ Sunday Times
‘A gripping reconstruction of one of the most gruesome
and haunting crimes of the Second World War… makes
for utterly compelling reading, and lays bare its toxic
legacy.’ Adam Zamoyski, author of Poland: A History
History/Second World War | April 2022/May 2022 US | B Format Paperback
£10.99/$17.95 US/$24.95 CAN | 400pp | ISBN: 9780861543038 | eISBN: 9781786078933
Territories: World English
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How Do You Fight a Horse-Sized Duck?
And Other Perplexing Puzzles from the Toughest Interviews in the World

William Poundstone
Tactics for tackling the toughest interview questions
Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Netflix and Google have to
offer – and other perplexing problems to puzzle the mind!
‘An entertaining book we can all enjoy… highly
informative and amusing.’ Daily Mail
‘Thought-provoking… Clearly, Poundstone isn’t talking
about fighting ducks at all, although you’ll have plenty of
fun deconstructing the analogy with logical analysis.’
E&T Magazine

Self-Help | April 2022 | B Format Paperback | £9.99 | 320pp
ISBN: 9780861543021 | eISBN: 9780861540082 | Territories: UK/BC ex Can

Social Warming
The Dangerous and Polarising Effects of Social Media
Charles Arthur
A chilling exposition of how social media has manipulated
us all
‘Witty, rigorous, and as urgent as a fire alarm.’
Dorian Lynskey

How Minds Change
The Science of Belief, Opinion and Persuasion
David McRaney
Our most deeply held opinions and beliefs can
be changed – here’s how
Genes create brains, brains create beliefs, beliefs
create attitudes, attitudes create group identities,
group identities create norms, norms create values,
and values create cultures. The most effective
persuasion techniques work backwards.
Ideas sweep across cultures in waves, beginning
with early adopters who reduce uncertainty for
the rest of the population. It’s rarely because the
innovation is unique in and of itself, but because a
few individuals signal to the group that it’s safe to
think again.
This book explains how minds change – and how
to change them – not over hundreds of years, but
in less than a generation, in less than a decade, or
sometimes in a single conversation.

Popular Psychology
May 2022
£18.99
352pp
Short Royal Hardback
ISBN: 9781786071644
eISBN: 9781786071637
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

‘A compelling account.’
Mirror
‘It reads like science fiction, except he’s describing
our world – right now.’
Ian Dunt
Politics/Technology | May 2022/June 2022 US | B Format Paperback | £9.99/$16.95 US/$22.95 CAN
352pp | ISBN: 9780861543175 | eISBN: 9781786079985 | Territories: World English
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David McRaney is a journalist, author and podcaster. His blog
exploring how we delude ourselves laid the groundwork for his first
book, You Are Not So Smart, which became an international bestseller
and was translated into fourteen languages. He lives in Hattiesburg,
Mississippi. @davidmcraney davidmcraney.com
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Overruled

The Biggest Number in the World

The Trampling of British Democracy in 8 Cases
Sam Fowles
An insider’s view into how our government has
undermined our democratic principles from a
barrister who took the Prime Minister to court
British democracy is on trial. We can no longer
hold our leaders to account; the state has too much
power; and the truth doesn’t matter at all. Those we
voted into government have nothing but contempt
for the democratic system that got them there.
Today’s anti-democrats claim to represent the ‘will
of the people’ against ‘activist lawyers’, immigrants
and the metropolitan elite. Activist lawyer Sam
Fowles expertly exposes why that’s nonsense!

Law/Current Affairs
May 2022
£16.99
304pp
Demy Hardback
ISBN: 9780861542475
eISBN: 9780861542482
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

| new

From taking Boris Johnson to court for his
unlawful prorogation of Parliament to helping
the smallest city in England fight back against
predatory developers, Fowles puts our society
under cross examination. Our media happily lies to
us. Our politicians brazenly break the rules. And
worst of all, we seem to think there’s nothing we
can do about it.
If living in a liberal society means anything at all,
we need to fight for what’s ours.

A Journey to the Edge of Mathematics
David Darling and Agnijo Banerjee
The weird and wonderful quest for unfathomably
large numbers
We all know that you could spend your life
counting and never reach the end of the line, so
there can’t be such a thing as a ‘biggest number’.
Can there?
To find out, David Darling and Agnijo Banerjee
embark on an epic quest, beginning with cells
in the body, stars in the universe and the time
required for all black holes to evaporate.
Then things get serious.
Enter the strange, largely unexplored realm
between the finite and the infinite, and float
through a universe where the rules we cling to
no longer apply. Encounter the highest number
computable and infinite kinds of infinity. At every
turn, a cast of wonderful characters threaten the
status quo with their ideas, and each time the
numbers get larger. Will they ever stop?

Popular Mathematics/Popular Science
May 2022/June 2022 US
£10.99/$17.95 US/$24.95 CAN
272pp
B Format Paperback
Integrated illustrations
ISBN: 9780861543052
eISBN: 9780861543069
Territories: World

Dr Sam Fowles is a barrister specialising in public and international law and this book
will be based on his experience of holding the government to account at the highest
level. He has worked on many of the most significant political cases of recent years
including Gina Miller, Clapham Common and the Post Office.
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Agnijo Banerjee is one of the world’s most outstanding young
mathematicians and a former student of Darling’s. He was born in
Kolkata, India, but has spent most of his life in Scotland. He is now
continuing his studies at Trinity College, Cambridge.
They are the authors of the Weird Maths trilogy.

© Alan Richardson

David Darling is a science writer, astronomer and tutor. He is the
author of nearly fifty books, including the bestselling Equations of
Eternity. He lives in Dundee, Scotland.
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Inheritance: The Lost History of Mary Davies

Jacinda Ardern
Leading with Empathy
Supriya Vani and Carl A. Harte

A Story of Property, Marriage and Madness
Leo Hollis
The reclaimed history of a woman whose tragic life tells a
story of madness, forced marriages and how the super-rich
came to own London
‘An enjoyable romp through the social history of a century
from the Great Fire and the rebuilding of London to
the Enlightenment, taking in discourses on midwifery,
madness, child-rearing, burial practices, the birth and
development of the London property market and the
dangers of being a woman.’ The Times
‘Wonderful… [An] enthralling read.’ Helen Castor
History | May 2022/June 2022 US | B Format Paperback | £10.99/$17.95 US/$24.95 CAN | 304pp
ISBN: 9780861543045 | eISBN: 9781786079961 | Territories: World English

The first full and detailed biography of New Zealand’s
charismatic premier, exploring her inspirational leadership
‘This readable, admiring biography will appeal to readers
interested in women’s expanding role in politics and the
emergence of an empathetic “feminine” governing style.’
Booklist
‘An inspiring read… Jacinda Ardern has led through
empathy, breaking the mold of New Zealand political
culture and blazing a trail for women in leadership.’
Australian
Biography/Politics | May 2022/June 2022 US | B Format Paperback | £10.99/$17.95 US/$23.95 CAN
384pp | ISBN: 9780861543090 | eISBN: 9780861540310 | Territories: World English ex ANZ & India

TRANS

Loot

When Ideology Meets Reality
Helen Joyce
THE INSTANT SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER
‘A frighteningly necessary book: well-written, thoroughlyresearched, passionate and very brave.’ Richard Dawkins
‘A tour de force.’ Evening Standard
‘This rigorous and brave book nails the absurd idea that sex
is just a “social construct.” ’ David Aaronovitch, The Times
‘A superlative critical analysis… A grown-up has entered
the room.’ Telegraph
Gender/Social Issues | May 2022/June 2022 US | B Format Paperback
£10.99 UK/$17.95 US/$24.95 CAN | 320pp | ISBN:9780861543724 | eISBN: 9780861540501
Territories: World English
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Britain and the Benin Bronzes
Barnaby Phillips
A tragic story of the British empire run amok and the
plunder of great works of art
‘Gripping…a must read.’
Financial Times
‘[A] balanced reconstruction of the Benin saga and probes
the difficult choices facing European – and Nigerian –
museums… Phillips excels at tracing the roundabout ways
in which objects could find their way into museums.’
TLS
History/British Empire | June 2022/July 2022 US | B Format Paperback | Colour plate section
£10.99/$17.95 US/$24.95 CAN | 400pp | ISBN: 9780861543137 | eISBN: 9781786079367
Territories: World
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A History of Delusions

Future Stories

The Glass King, a Substitute Husband and a Walking Corpse
Victoria Shepherd
The extraordinary ways the brain can misfire
Why would someone wake up and claim they’re
Napoleon? Or believe they have been turned
into a wolf and demand to be fed raw meat? For
centuries, we’ve dismissed delusions as a problem
for the shrinks to sort out in distant asylums.
But delusions are more than just bizarre case
studies – they tell stories of collective anxieties
and traumas. In this groundbreaking history,
Victoria Shepherd explores delusions from
ancient times to the present and implores us to
identify reason in apparent madness.

History
June 2022/July 2022 US
£16.99/$27 US/$33.95 CAN
304pp
Demy Hardback
Integrated illustrations
ISBN: 9780861540914
eISBN: 9780861540921
Territories: World

We all have it in us to become delusional. In
understanding delusions, we come closer to
understanding ourselves.

Victoria Shepherd conceived and produced the ten-part series A
History of Delusions for BBC Radio 4. She has produced scores of
documentaries and major strands for BBC Radio 4; she is also a writer,
with an MA in creative writing from the University of East Anglia.
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What’s Next?
David Christian
By looking to the past, we can see what the future
might have in store
We cannot know the future, yet we live for it
every day of our lives. When we cross a road and
calculate how fast a vehicle is going, when a baby
is born or we move to a new country, we employ
‘future thinking’.
Future Stories is a guide to what we think we
know about the future at all scales, from the
individual to the cosmological. David Christian
consults theologians, philosophers, scientists,
statisticians and scholars throughout history as
explores new ways of thinking about what cannot
be known for sure. By linking the study of the
past much more closely to the study of the future,
we can begin to imagine what the world will look
like in a hundred years and consider solutions to
the biggest challenges facing us all.
‘I have long been a fan of David Christian.’
Bill Gates

History/Philosophy
June 2022
£20
320pp
Royal Hardback
ISBN: 9780861543144
eISBN: 9780861543151
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

David Christian is a distinguished professor of History at Macquarie University. He
co-founded the Big History Project with Bill Gates. His TED Talk on the history of
the universe has been viewed more than twelve million times. His book Origin Story:
A Big History of Everything was a New York Times bestseller.
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Goodbye Eastern Europe
An Almost Forgotten History
Jacob Mikanowski
A farewell to Eastern Europe, and its vanishing
culture of polytheism, vampires, sacred groves, and
movable borders
Eastern Europe is disappearing. Not off the map of
course, but as an idea.
Today it calls to mind a jumble of post-Soviet
states paved over with C&A and McDonald’s.
We could describe Eastern Europe as a group
of twenty nations – but why? For most of their
history, they weren’t nations at all.

History/Eastern Europe
June 2022
£20
320pp
Royal Hardback
ISBN: 9780861542598
eISBN: 9780861542604
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

The region is more than the sum total of its
annexations, invasions and independence
declarations. Eastern Europe abounds with
peoples tied together by tragicomic twists of fate.
In twentieth-century Knust, you could live in six
different countries without ever leaving your house.
You could get married any day, but buying a tea
kettle was a singular event.
Goodbye Eastern Europe is a eulogy for a world
we are losing as memories fade and new malls
get built.

Jacob Mikanowski is a writer and academic. His parents were Polish
immigrants to the US, and he spent his childhood between Poland
and Pennsylvania. He has become a well-known essayist and freelance
journalist, writing pieces for the Guardian, New York Times, Atlantic,
New Yorker, Harper’s, Slate, Aeon and Prospect Magazine.
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OCTOBER
Proofs for Eternity, Creation and the Existence of
God in Medieval Islamic and Jewish Philosophy
Herbert A. Davidson

ONEWORLD ACADEMIC
We specialise in deep dives into history, the Middle East,
philosophy and religion, offering serious scholarship
that is both valuable to academia and accessible to the
general reader.
This season sees Ziba Mir-Hosseini address the conflict
between the modern concept of gender equality and the
classical rulings in Islamic law that place women under male
authority. In dialogue with a number of renowned reformist
scholars, she explores how long-established interpretations of
Shari‘a are today being challenged.
Elsewhere, Yohanan Friedmann fills a lacuna in Islamic
studies by examining the messianic idea in Sunni Islam.
While scholars have covered extensively the idea of a messiah
and messianic claimants in Shi‘ism, scant attention has been
paid to the subject in Sunnism – until now.
Finally, we have updated editions of Humanism: A Beginner’s
Guide and The Palestine–Israeli Conflict: A Beginner’s Guide.

Unavailable for many years, Herbert A. Davidson’s
highly regarded text on medieval Islamic and
Jewish proofs returns to print
In this classic study, Herbert A. Davidson examines
every medieval Arabic and Hebrew proof for the
eternity of the world, the creation of the world
and the existence of God which has philosophical
character, disregarding only those that rest entirely
on religious faith or fall below a minimum level of
plausibility. Classifying the proofs systematically,
he analyses and explains them, and traces their
sources in Greek philosophy. He pursues the
penetration of some of these Islamic and Jewish
arguments into medieval Christian philosophy and,
in a few instances, all the way into seventeenthand eighteenth-century European philosophy.
Unique in both its classification of the proofs and
its comprehensiveness, this work will once again
serve medievalists, historians of philosophy and
historians of ideas.
‘This book is a tour de force of real scholarship,
methodical analysis, and painstaking
classification… Davidson’s canvas is vast. All the
major Islamic and Judaic philosophers are here.’
Philosophy East and West

Philosophy of Religion/Theology
October 2021/November 2021 US
£40/$50 US/$70 CAN
448pp
Royal Hardback
ISBN: 9780861542406
Territories: World

‘Extraordinarily successful… an invaluable
contribution to the understanding of the history
of ideas.’ Speculum

Herbert A. Davidson was Professor Emeritus of Hebrew at UCLA.
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APRIL

JUNE

Journeys Toward Gender Equality in Islam

Messianic Ideas and Movements in Sunni Islam
Yohanan Friedmann

Ziba Mir-Hosseini

Religion/Islam
April 2022/May 2022 US
£20/$30 US/$40 CAN
336pp
Royal Paperback
ISBN: 9780861543274
eISBN: 9780861543281
Territories: World

If justice is an intrinsic value in Islam, why have
women been treated as second-class citizens in
Islamic legal tradition?

A fascinating, in-depth exploration of the
messianic idea in Sunni Islam through four
significant movements

Following the birth of Islamic feminism at
the end of the twentieth century, the idea of
gender equality – inherent to our contemporary
conceptions of justice – has presented a challenge
to established, patriarchal interpretations of Shari‘a
law.

Expectation of a redeemer is a widespread
phenomenon across many civilisations. Classical
Islamic traditions maintain that this redeemer will
transform our world for the better in collaboration
with Jesus, who will return as a Muslim and play
a central role in this apocalyptic endeavour. While
the messianic idea occupies a central place in Shi‘a
thought, there have also been numerous Sunni
claimants throughout history – though they have
received less scholarly attention.

Through a series of thoughtful, enlightening
conversations, Ziba Mir-Hosseini explores
journeys toward gender equality in Islam with
six influential Muslim intellectuals – Abdullahi
An-Na’im, amina wadud, Asma Lamrabet, Khaled
Abou El Fadl, Mohsen Kadivar and Sedigheh
Vasmaghi. Beginning from the premise that the
Qur’an indicates the path toward justice, rather
than a precise definition of justice, they discuss
how new forms of scholarship and activism are
speaking to gender equality from within the
Islamic legal framework.
Praise for Men in Charge?
‘A powerful new weapon for Islamic gender
warriors.’ Time

Ziba Mir-Hosseini is Professorial Research Associate at the Centre for Middle
Eastern and Islamic Law, SOAS, University of London. A legal anthropologist
specialising in Islamic law, gender and development, she is a founding member
of Musawah Global Movement for Equality and Justice in the Muslim Family.
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In this groundbreaking work, Yohanan Friedmann
explores the roots of the messianic idea in Sunni
Islam, and studies four major mahdi claimants
– Ibn Tumart, Sayyid Muhammad Jawnpuri,
Muhammad Ahmad and Mirza Ghulam Ahmad
– who made a considerable impact in the regions
where they emerged. Focusing on their religious
thought, and relating it to classical Muslim ideas
on the apocalypse, he examines their movements
and considers their achievements, failures and
legacies.

Islam
June 2022/July 2022 US
£45/$60 US/$80 CAN
496pp
Royal Hardback
ISBN: 9780861543113
eISBN: 9780861543120
Territories: World

Yohanan Friedmann is Max Schloessinger Professor Emeritus at the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem. Over the course of his career, he has been awarded the Landau
Prize in the Humanities, the Israel Prize for Near Eastern Studies and the Rothschild
Prize in the Humanities. His publications include Shaykh Aḥmad Sirhindī and Tolerance
and Coercion in Islam.
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BESTSELLERS

NEW
Humanism
Peter Cave

An expanded edition with new chapters on today’s global
crises and the future of humanism as technology advances
Philosophy | April 2022/May 2022 US
B Format Paperback
£9.99/$14.95 US/$19.95 CAN | 224pp
ISBN: 9780861543564 | eISBN: 9780861543571
Territories: World

£25/$30
9781851683611

£25/$30
9781851683840

£25/$30
9781851683604

£25/$30
9781851684076

£25/$30
9781851684144

£25/$30
9781851684304

The Palestine–Israeli Conflict
Dan Cohn-Sherbok and Dawoud El-Alami

This fifth edition addresses the May 2021 crisis in Gaza,
and examines where things stand now
Middle Eastern History/Current Affairs | May 2022/August 2022 US
B Format Paperback
£9.99/$14.95 US/$19.95 CAN | 352pp
ISBN: 9780861543700 | eISBN: 9780861543717
Territories: World

BESTSELLERS

£9.99/$14.99
9781851686902
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£9.99/$14.99
9781851687077

£9.99/$14.99
9781786071330

£9.99/$14.95
9781851683697

£25/$30
9781851683871

£25/$30
9781851684021

£25/$30
9781851684113
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BESTSELLERS

£8.99
9781786075192

£9.99
9781780746357

£8.99
9781786073853

£7.99
9781786072382

£8.99
9781786078582

£8.99
9780861541454

£8.99
9780861540136

£8.99
9781786071460

£8.99
9781786078629

£9.99/$14.99
9781786072085

£10.99/$17.95
9780861540280

£9.99/$15.99
9781786070708

£12.99/$18.95
9781851685554

£10.99
9781780745923

£9.99/$17.95
9781786076281

£8.99
9781851687794

£9.99
9781780748481

£10.99
9781786078360
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£20/$30
9781786079879

£16.99
9781786078346

£8.99/$14.95
9781786073549

£12.99
9781786071033

£20/$30
9781786079190

£9.99
9781786070890

£8.99
9781780749891

£9.99
9781786075734

£9.99
9781786075598

£12.99/$19.95
9781780745435

£10.99/$16.95
9781786073969

£11.99
9781786071194

£10.99
9780861541201

£9.99/$14.99
9781786071583

£9.99/$16.95
9781786078780

£9.99/$16.95
9780861540297

£25/$35
9780861540525

£10.99
9780861540518

£9.99/$14.95
9781786075741

£9.99/$16.95
9781786076038

£12.99/$19.99
9781786078148

£9.99
9781786078209

£9.99
9781786071651

£16.99/$25.95
9780861541225

£9.99
9781786071002

£10.99
9781786076717

£10.99
9781786078292

£8.99
9781780743684

£18.99/$27.95
9780861541249

£9.99
9781786078261

£9.99/$14.95
9781786073303

£10.99
9780861540068
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£12.99/$16.99
9781786070678

£16.99
9781786078421

£18.99/$27.95
9780861540617

£9.99
9781780748641

£18.99/$26.99
9781780747750

£7.99
9781780744124

£20
9781786078940

£9.99/$17.95
9781786077271

£9.99
9781786074850

£9.99/$16
9781786075086

£16.99
9781786078162

£18.99
9781786079404

£25/$30
9780861540563

£9.99
9781780746883

£16.99/$21.99
9781786079244

£9.99
9781786070739

£10.99/$16.95
9781786075406

£9.99/$17.95
9781786079916

£8.99/$16.99
9781786071538

£9.99/$16.95
9781786075802

£16.99
9781786078834

£11.99
9781786076069

£10.99/$17.95
9781786076700

£12.99/$20
9781786078797

£10.99/$17.95
9781786076120

£9.99/$16.95
9781786078308

£9.99
9781786074973

£7.99/$12.95
9781851689453

£9.99
9781780746890

£10.99/$16.95
9780861541171

£10.99/$16.99
9781786072528

£10.99
9781780748177
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£8.99
9781786072375

£14.99
9780861540099

£8.99
9781786077608

£8.99
9781780746524

£8.99
9781786077769

£8.99
9780861540013

£8.99
9781780748344

£8.99
9781786074997

£8.99
9781786071026

£8.99
9781851688388

£8.99
9781786078407

£8.99
9781786073464

£10.99
9781780744407

£8.99
9781786077103

£8.99
9781786077615

£8.99
9781786074942

£8.99
9781786072399

£8.99
9781786076625

£8.99
9781786074409

£8.99
9781786075956

£8.99
9781786071484

£8.99/$15.99
9781780745312

£8.99
9781786070371

£8.99
9781786075079

£8.99
9781780749792

£8.99/$15.99
9781780746098

£8.99
9781786074430

£8.99
9781786078858

£8.99
9781786072238

£8.99
9781786072252

£8.99
9781786078599

£8.99
9781786078605
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£9.99/$16.95
9781786074843

£8.99/$16.95
9781786074867

£12.99/$18.00
9781786073334

£9.99/$16.95
9781786077035

£7.99/$14.99
9781786070531

£7.99
9781786071187

£9.99/$17.95
9781786076090

£8.99/$16.99
9781786071958

£9.99
9781786073976

£7.99
9781780745343

£8.99
9781780747194

£12.99
9781786075031

£8.99/$15.99
9781786073525

£8.99/$16.95
9781786077295

£8.99/$14.95
9781851689675

£12.99/$16.95
9781786077301

£8.99/$15.95
9781786077042

£8.99/$15.99
9781786073372

£9.99/$17.95
9781786074980

£9.99/$16.99
9781780748719

£8.99/$15.99
9781786072825

£8.99
9781851689163

£8.99/$14.99
9781780748924

£8.99
9781780747217

£8.99
9781786078612

£8.99/$14.99
9781786070326

£9.99
9781780748399

£8.99
9781786076694

£12.99
9781786077226

£8.99/$16.95
9781786076830

£9.99
9781786074553

£9.99
9781786076847
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£8.99/$15.95
9781786075604

£8.99/$16.95
9781786074584

£8.99/$14.95
9781786075772

£8.99/$16.95
9781786075581

£9.99/$17.95
9781786075628

£9.99
9781786075123

£14.99
9781786079091

£8.99
9781786077868

£8.99
9781786076175

£8.99
9781786078414

£8.99
9781786079305

£8.99
9781786079435

£8.99/$14.95
9781786075482

£6.99/$12.95
9781786079794

£9.99
9781786077073

£9.99
9781786079299

£8.99/$15.99
9781786074140

£8.99
9781786076878

£8.99
9781786073327

£9.99
9781786076410

£8.99/$14.99
9781786071125

£14.99
9781786075697

£12.99
9781786079770

£8.99
9781786078773
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ROCK THE BOAT

ROCK THE BOAT

PICTURE BOOKS

£10.99
9781786074775

YOUNG READERS

£7.99
9781786077370

| backlist

£12.99
9781786077509

TEEN AND YA FICTION

£5.99/$5.99
9781786079435

£14.99
9780861542093

£8.99
9781786077004

£14.99
9780861540020

£9.99
9781780748375
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£15.99
9781786070272

£6.99/$8.99
9781786075666

£6.99/$11.99
9781786073174

£7.99
9781786078742

£8.99
9781786079695

£8.99
9781786075642

£8.99
9781780749457

£7.99/$11.99
9781786075550

£7.99
9781786075246

£6.99
9781786074621

£6.99/$8.99
9780861540396

£6.99/$8.99
9781786075833

£10.99
9780861542611

£7.99
9781786079121

£7.99
9781786074232

£8.99
9781786077011
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Sam Brown
Head of Alliance Sales
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Jeremy Wood
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E: jeremyw@faber.co.uk
Kellie Balseiro
Regional Account Manager, Home
Counties, South & West London
T: (+44) 07790 757833
E: kellieb@faber.co.uk
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Luke Crabb
Regional Account Manager, London
Museums and Galleries, South of England
Bookshops
T: (+44) 07841 800561
E: luke.crabb@faber.co.uk
Rosy Locke
Regional Account Manager, East Anglia
T: (+44) 07590 929836
E: rosy.locke@faber.co.uk
Mel Tyrrell
Regional Account Manager,
South Wales, Oxfordshire, Cotswolds
T: (+44) 07824 085033
E: melanie.tyrrell@faber.co.uk
Richard Evans
Regional Account Manager,
South West England
T: (+44) 07957 354631
E: richarde@faber.co.uk
Richard Fortey
Regional Account Manager, North Wales
& Midlands
T: (+44) 07792 456837
E: richard.fortey@faber.co.uk
Sue Jackson
Regional Account Manager, North of
England
T: (+44) 07980 712102
E: sue.jackson@faber.co.uk
John McColgan
Regional Account Manager,
Scotland & Northumbria
T: (+44) 07595 214384
E: john.mccolgan@faber.co.uk
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Bridget Lane
International Sales Development Manager,
Northern Europe

T: (+44) 07966 057076
E: bridgetl@faber.co.uk
Amelie Burchell
International Sales Manager, Nordics
& Southern Europe
T: (+44) 07980 712108
E: amelieb@faber.co.uk
Viki Cheung
International Sales Manager,
Asia & Middle East
T: (+44) 07876 879 819
E: viki.cheung@faber.co.uk

IRELAND & NORTHERN
IRELAND

T: + 353 868511783 / 876735485
E: info@repforce.ie

AUSTRALIA & NEW
ZEALAND

Bloomsbury Publishing Pty Ltd
Level 4, 387 George Street
Sydney, NSW 2000
Australia
T: +61 2 8820 4901
E: au@bloomsbury.com
Trade orders:
United Book Distributors (UBD)
30 Centre Road
Scoresby, VIC 3179
Australia
T: +61 3 9811 2555
F: +61 3 9811 2403
E: orders@unitedbookdistributors.com.au

SOUTH AFRICA

Jonathan Ball Publishers
P.O.Box 33977
Jeppestown
2043
T: +27 11 601 8000
F: +27 11 622 3553
E: services@jonathanball.co.za

INDIA

HarperCollins India
A-75, Sector 57,
Noida
UP
India
T: +91 120 404 4800
E: sales@harpercollins.co.in

SINGAPORE

Times Distribution Pte. Ltd.
1 New Industrial Road
Times Centre
Singapore 536196
T: +65 6715 8989
F: +65 6715 8999
E: enquiry@penguinrandomhouse.com.sg

MALAYSIA

Times Distribution (M) Sdn. Bhd.
Level 1, Tower 2A, Avenue 5 Bangsar South
City
No 8 Jalan Kerinchi 59200
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
T: +60 3 2242 7228
F: +60 3 2242 7238
E: enquiry@penguinrandomhouse.com.my

USA

Simon & Schuster
100 Front Street
Riverside
NJ 08075
EDI: SS SAN 2002442
PubNet: SS SAN 2566044
T: +1 800 223 2336
F: +1 800 943 9831
E: purchaseorders@simonandschuster.com

CANADA

Simon & Schuster
PubNetCanada/Booknet: SAN 1154788
T: +1 800 268 3216
F: +1 888 849 8151
E: canadianorders@simonandschuster.com
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10 Bloomsbury Street
London WC1B 3SR
United Kingdom
info@oneworld-publications.com
www.oneworld-publications.com
+44 (0) 207 307 8900
SALES
Julian Ball
+44 (0) 207 307 8905
jball@oneworld-publications.com
MARKETING
Lucy Cooper
+44 (0) 207 307 8900
marketing@oneworld-publications.com
PUBLICITY
Margot Weale/Kate Bland
+44 (0) 207 307 8908
mweale@oneworld-publications.com
kbland@oneworld-publications.com
US PUBLICITY
mwarner@oneworld-publications.com
RIGHTS
Anne Bihan
+44 (0) 207 307 8900
rights@oneworld-publications.com
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@OneworldPublications

@OneworldNews

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING
ABOUT ONEWORLD
‘Oneworld is a bold new imprint
with an appetite for risk.’

CONTENTS
Fiction

Robert McCrum, Observer

1

‘To have won two Booker prizes on the trot speaks
to a brave and remarkable editorial eye.’

Point Blank – Crime

10

Chris White, former Head Fiction Buyer, Waterstones

Rock the Boat – Children & YA

19

Non-Fiction

28

Oneworld Academic

52

‘The archetypal literary independent: passionate,
distinctive, shaped by its founders and bold enough
to take risks...the best in UK indie publishing.’

Bestsellers & Key Backlist

56

Sales & Distribution
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British Book Industry Awards Judges

‘Oneworld – the current Ruth Killick Publicity
Trade Publisher of the Year at the IPG’s Independent
Publishing Awards – has many of the other hallmarks
of great independents: tight-knit, nimble and
wholeheartedly committed to the authors and
books it publishes.’
Bridget Shine, CEO, Independent Publishers Guild

‘Oneworld definitely represents the best in UK
independent publishing, and is very much a publisher
I admire. Their list showcases the best in fiction and
non-fiction writing, addressing themes of great variety
with commercial appeal.’
Matthew Bates, former Head Fiction Buyer,
WH Smith Travel

Winner of the Women’s Prize
for Fiction 2019
‘A story of love, loss and loyalty.
We all loved this brilliant book.’

Prof. Kate Williams, Chair of Judges, Women’s Prize 2019
on An American Marriage by Tayari Jones

‘An extraordinary book.’
Michael Wood, Chair of the Man Booker Prize judges,
on A Brief History of Seven Killings by Marlon James

‘Terrifying and brilliant... Dangerously addictive.’
Guardian on Fever Dream by Samanta Schweblin

‘Strange, violent and wickedly funny.’
Guardian on Frankenstein in Baghdad by Ahmed Saadawi

‘Strange and beautiful.’
Tommy Orange, Guardian on Mouthful of Birds by Samanta Schweblin

‘Masterfully uneasy reading.’
Telegraph on Little Eyes by Samanta Schweblin

‘Wonderfully imagined and written.’
Booker Prize judges on The New Wilderness by Diane Cook

O N E W O R L D C ATA L O G U E J A N U A R Y - J U N E 2 0 2 2

‘A novel for our times.’
Amanda Foreman, Chair of the Man Booker Prize
judges, on The Sellout by Paul Beatty

